Hayley hello – Even though we haven’t met I thought you might be willing to take a shot at answering the 14+ questions I put earlier to Adam.

Bear in mind that while a good number of us have the time including financial resources to “dilly dally” I make it my business-personal to focus on the “end game” that begins with Israeli Special Forces commandos who are not paid all that well to be on the frontlines, and “wired enough” to figure out that not only would it be “nice” to be afforded the luxury of delving into stuff like the Kabalah, but why they don’t earn as much as the biggest fat cats on Wall Street since they have within the palm of their hands the ability to bring true the ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report which I
assume you also know by heart, and in the next instant such an attack on the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia will paralyze the US economy.

Moreover, you may find yourself having to return to South Africa just to feed yourself and your family assuming of course you are in physically good enough shape and have a skill people like Tefo will be demanding.

Please note that Adam failed to provide the “action steps” he is now taking having also decided “My venture into Kabalah is over for now as I still have a lot of it to digest”, and at the same time emailing me the following, some 13 odd minutes after sending me his responses.

Subject: Law of Bestowal

Take according to what you need and give according to your ability.

“The impasse we have reached is nature’s gift. In the present circumstances humankind [sic] is ready to admit what it has been denying during its entire history.”

Kabbalist Michael Laitman Phd.

As you examine Adam’s “I have to believe” [response to question 4] so it increasingly reflects the Christian world’s “Just have faith” which is the standard answer by Christian priests and nuns when they don’t have a logical answer to very logical questions.

Remember, while you can choose to ignore this email I can without revealing your name or email address help empower those all around the world increasingly fed up with self-absorbed selfish people who think that just because they are not stealing as much as those legally stealing blind from the world’s hard working poor that they are any better especially when you consider how it is me, not some fricken Phd, who has been explaining in very simple English how the lazy filthy rich have managed to trickle down the cost of getting richer on to the backs of the poor who are not stupid, simply misinformed.

Not to mention that of course the “ruling elite” who have names, faces, home as well as email addresses, can’t get enough out of those so very easily distracted-addicted who when not able to compete in the “real world” opt out first in joining cults like Kabbalist Michael Laitman Phd. Who of course Adam knows perfectly well wouldn’t stand a hope in hell of debating me either in the flesh or via email, before then inciting to violence the hard working poor increasingly battling to make ends meet in these carefully orchestrated recessions-depressions.

Unlike Adam, I did attend and received a business degree from Natal University, South Africa although I never actually waited around for the graduation ceremonies. Later, when a faculty member tutoring first year accounting-business students, I was afforded the opportunity to see how very little control the professors had in deciding what and what couldn’t be taught beginning with
explaining how it was possible to discuss even the most basic economic principles of supply and demand when there exists a single monopolist operating throughout the world let alone in a key industry such as drilling, making a mockery of everything beginning with how in good conscience a rabbi would purchase say a tube of Colgate toothpaste knowing that a Black slave wage earner if higher up on the De Beers totem pole could afford to take care of their better and when applying for a job have a more sparkling fresher breath to boot, that rabbi could so very easily find him-herself surrounded by healthier competitors to boot.

What do you think the odds are that Kabbalist Michael Laitman Phd. Who has so impressed Adam is in good physical shape?

Let me also know if you are interested in meeting me.

Gary
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From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2008 1:56 PM
To: 'Gary S Gevisser'
Subject: RE: GODBILLYGOO - NOTHING WILL HELP YOU - SMOKE POT - RE:

1) approx 3 weeks
2) http://www.kabbalah.info/engkab/kabbalah-video-clips/freedom-of-choice 15 min 59 sec
3) not sure of the question
4) Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss has already been flushed out and although he represents the majority of people, I have to believe that my random decision to go back to the website which I hadn’t visited since November 2007 was for a reason. I forwarded a couple of the videos to my mother and father, and my father has replied. I will CC you in my next reply.
5)
6) I have actually not seen Hayley since Thursday afternoon of last week. Her only role in my "googoo" eyes was revealing to me that I don't need anyone.

From: Hayley
Sent: Saturday, March 08, 2008 9:05 AM
To: Adam L Tucker
Subject: Morning

Hey Adam!

Just left you a message on your cell. I was sleeping when you called!

Anyway, I wanted to let you know that I've been thinking about this situation and don't feel it will work out long term. I feel it's better to be honest and up front, rather than lead you on. I hope you understand.
I really enjoyed meeting you. I sincerely wish you all the many blessings that you so deserve!

Take care,

Hayley

7) 8) 
9) I think that the pot hinders my connection, but did allow me to approach problems from a different perspective. 
10) Did not receive the email from you or the message from G-d. Kabalah has given me a different perspective as well and I am by no means any more enlightened, just more sensitive and aware. My venture into Kabalah is over for now as I still have a lot of it to digest. 
11) 
12) I don’t know enough about Kabalah to search any further than I already have. 
13) approximately 70bpm 
14) I just returned from the gym but would be up for the challenge. 

I am going for a walk, if you want to meet up, I will have my cell. 

Adam

From: Gary S Gevisser
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2008 12:06 PM PT
To: Adam L Tucker
Cc: rest; Devin Standard; Dr. John K. Pollard - JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; sarale@eingedi.org.il; Tefo Mohapi; Derrick.Beare@Investec.co.uk; Ron Bellows - Senior Risk Management specialist - AIG; Dr. Rodney Smith; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; Dr. Laura Family; Howard Schultz - Founder, Chairman and Global Strategist for Starbucks; Steven Lee Parkinson - Mothercare - Middleeast; Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy - JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; Roger W. Robinson - "Busom buddy" of King Golden Jr. Esq. - Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David Rockefeller - Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Mary Valder - Trilateral Commission; King Golden Jr. Esq.; NO LONGER PRACTICING, thank G-d, Dr. John BIG BEN Stewart MD of Sharp Memorial Hospital - aka The Sperm Donor aka The It aka The COW's boyfriend; Deborah "Aggressive-Billions Nazi Slave Wage" Sturman Esq.; Sternshow@howardstern.com; Stedman; Thabo Mbuye Mbeki - President of South Africa; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, executor of American Charles Engelhard's estate; Larry King Live; Larry Neilson - President National Marketing; Larry Winokur - Baker Winokur Ryder; Laurie Black - Strategic Partners with Southwest Strategies, Steve Alexander Group,; Whitman Knapp Esq. - Office of Attorney General; Eliot Spitzer - Governor of New York State - Former Attorney General of New York State - Linked to Prostitution Ring ; Michael Berlin
Question 2. Who is “they” when you say, “they opened the door to Madonna”, the materialistic girl, a Roman Catholic who had a child out of wedlock and most of all is one most excellent marketer that “they” sought to embrace?

Question 3. For what purpose other than to make money do you think, apart from having people like you who I have said time and again don’t have the wherewithal; i.e. intelligence to “dabble” in to Jewish mysticism, to assist with the marketing of this money making venture?

Question 4. Why do you think right this moment even far better educated people in the Kabala beginning with “f*ck heads” [sic] like Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss are choosing to be “deafeningly silent” but yet such “speaking volumes” has yet to get you to ask the likes of Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss and Professor Rabbi Dennis
Prager what else besides for being corrupt imbeciles have they continued to fail in calling to task the likes of the Durban North, South African Lazarus clan for so openly supporting the United States of America’s most repressive South African Apartheid Regime.

Question 5. Is there a reason apart from God having taken over your mind that you fail to draw the connecting dots between the silence coming from much more worldly and knowledgeable people than you in the ingenious teachings of not only the Kabalah but the Torah and my detailing their cowardice-bullying tactics by not even commenting on Hollywood blockbuster author Edward Jay Epstein’s, The Diamond Invention.

Question 6. Please provide me the email address of that 5 foot 11 inch stunning South African Jewish girl you had a date with the other day so that I can better help you focus, all the while explain why it is that you have yet to give me what action steps you provided her as well as exactly what action steps she has taken bearing in mind unless you are also telling me that God has told you to leave her alone, I am also not alone in finding out everything there is to know about her, her parents and grandparents beginning with how they could afford the food and drink that allows her to grow so very tall all the while think themselves so very “fortunate” that they don’t have to participate in exposing the corruption that affords them their lifestyles that allows their daughter to have you so googoo eyed.

Question 7. Can you now call upon God who loathes all those who use His-Her “name in vein” to self promote, to explain to you what was going through my wife’s highly imaginative mind that caused her last night right after Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. left the studio cliff house to mouth the words, “Godbillygoo”? A hint is the silver G Marie Dion Gevisser often wears around her neck that I had made in the Arab Market, Jerusalem back when I was 15 years of age on a 4 month Ulpan stationed at Kibbutz Sde Boker where I had “proven myself” not only physically but mentally both to Israeli military intelligence officers very close to David Ben Gurion who I met with for the first time on November 1st, 1972, some 57 odd days following De Beers sponsored PLO terrorists beginning to brutally murder 11 defenseless Israeli athletes at the Munich Olympic Games that began on September 4th, some 3 odd days after first arriving at Sde Boker, Negev Desert, Israel.
Question 8. Have you yet read my Perspective One that I have mentioned time and again to you, since everyone who has it ever read it besides for Israeli Military Intelligence and the Mossad thought it was rather “mindful”, to the point that one would think a person who could logically thought process sufficiently to begin even talking about the Kabalah, let alone Kabalists thinking it perfectly okay to get a fricken Hollywood nincompoop celebrity like Madonna to assist in the marketing would at least come back to me with questions about my “prescient timing”, not to mention can you name one single fricken Kabalist who has commented on that ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report that I happen to be the only person in the world broadcasting, including Madonna which you would think has received enough inspiration from God having immersed herself in the Kabalah to at least comment on?
Question 9. When did you last smoke pot and do you think it helps or hinders your ability to logically thought process?

Question 10. You should have received a copy of my response to Tefo last evening and if not than given how so fixated you are on the Kabala you should therefore be so in touch with God that your ESP would have surely “picked up” on this most extraordinary event, and therefore there should be nothing more important going through your mind than to be totally fixated on this rather extraordinarily “timely event”.

Question 11. What action steps exactly have you come up with following your dabbling in the Kabala where you have absolutely no business and which I can prove beyond a shadow of a doubt?

Question 12. What other questions do you have for those you think are more versed in the teachings of the Kabalah than you, apart from them explaining what they think of Mr. Cohen, a former head of the United States Internal Revenue Service as well as being their legal counsel telling a Jewish producer doing a documentary about fraud at the highest levels of the US Government going back to the formation of the US Federal Reserve in 1913 one year prior to the outbreak of the first oil war where the little corporal Hitler first got his “feet wet”,

“Set-Jer-Gornichst-Helfin”

without Mr. Cohen even bothering to translate these mind-boggling Nazi SS tactic Yiddish words in to English, “NOTHING WILL HELP YOU”


Question 13. What is your heart rate at rest?

Question 14. With all your exercising do you think that despite your significantly larger stride, you would be able to keep up with me, going on twice your age, were you to join me in say an hour after lunch when running up the Torrey Pines hill and then down the path, passing by Marie’s “The Torrey Pines”, and when arriving at the ocean to then swim, very possibly against the current all the way down to 11th Street, all in time to enjoy sunset?


One more suggestion. While “double tasking” as best you can start emailing or using a chat session, to communicate with Devin providing him with the answer to his question, “What value do we offer from attending one of our seminar-workshops?” and may I further suggest if you need help to ask Devin how he is coming along in providing his own write-up starting with “mitigating financial
“exposure” that we spoke about at length last night on the telephone when he called the cliff house while Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. was visiting.

Not to mention yet again that no doubt Dr. JKP Jr. is continuing to be extraordinarily perplexed by the possible “fallout” from my revealing very soon to the entire world my very brilliant French-Canadian wife’s idea about how those of us disgusted with the entire political process especially here in the US but worse in the rest of the world where the corrupt US Government has corrupted each and every government including the current government of Israel, so very slow in beginning to forge an everlasting peace with its neighbors, all knowing full well that Israel’s first strike capabilities have been eroding rather quickly following their most decisive 6 Day Arab-Israeli War, can, if some 70 percent of us non-voters here in the US we were to “pull together” and cast a “negative vote” that once understood the way Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. now finally understands it, just the very thought, forget actually implementing such a devastating “death blow” to elitists throughout the world, would be enough in my humble but seasoned opinion, to first of all totally paralyze the corrupt political system and in the next instant cause the most savage US military to “stand down” and in that same instant cause the heavily corrupt US Congress to “step down”.

To mention little of my so awesome walkin-talkin work-of-art artist painter-teacher French-Canadian, so very aware of her extraordinary sexiness, knows better than to waste her time exploring the Kabalah given how one of the things she knows just as well as you is that ultra orthodox Jewish-Black Hatters have been studying the Kabalah a whole lot longer than you and yet they overwhelming support the central bank of central banks, the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel, the cartel of cartels, mafia of mafia who like the Mossad don’t need money to pay for bills including bills of lading representing arms shipments offloaded in ports such as Haifa where my paternal grandfather, Israel Issy Gevisser and his Nazi murdered sister, Pessiah, owned priceless land well before the start of Israel’s War of Independence that has never ended, thanks to the Nazis having won World Oil War I and II.

So go ahead and see how long your dialogue lasts with those imbecile, so very corrupt Jewish rabbis so very knowledgeable of the Kabalah once you mention the two conversation stopper words, “Diamond Currency”.

I cannot promise but there is the possibility we might have enough Burrata cheese for you to also possibly enjoy at sunset this evening, along with Dr. JKP; such unbelievably mouth watering delights being shipped from southern Italy to Il Forniao today which Chef-Partner Alfonso who you see next to Marie in the photo above, has assured me he will set aside one pound, although were it not for all the fish in his special Campania Wine Dinner this evening, US$65 a plate which considering what you would be getting is extraordinarily well priced assuming again you are comfortable in eating something that once had a pulse and of course you have got over the “conflict” of “choosing to hurt my body by eating it”, Marie and I would be over there helping support this very excellent private restaurant chain.
You understand how very difficult it is for me to respond in CLEAR, SHORT sentences to what you write when you choose to be so very nauseatingly selective in what you respond to all the while your “deafening silences” on me pointing out the “conflicts within your mind” which you readily admit.

Just because one can “mouth words” doesn’t mean you actually understand a word you say, all the while quite obviously so very oblivious to a very smart God who doesn’t only laugh him-herself silly at you but finds it rather easy to enter the space between your ears and use that perfect vacuum of space much like a vacuum tube to create the “light bulb effect” for all those of us in tune with the heartbeat of the universe, having right now the greatest time of our lives.

Take your time in responding since I am now head out to lunch with Joey and Michael before then responding to Sarale.
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http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Food%20for%20thought.htm

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2008 8:33 AM
To: gsg@sellnext.com; 'Gary S Gevisser'
Subject: I need to correct a couple things that you wrote so that it is no longer a distraction from replying to Devin as well as others.

You talked about Kabalah as being reserved for special people; you were correct in the assertion that in the past it was reserved for people that were studied and asking the right questions and it has been kept a secret because man on a whole was not ready. According to the Kabbalist, man is now at a stage that he is ready to ask which would explain why they opened the door to Madonna a few years back as well as making the website with the all the short-attention span videos.

The message that now resonates is the rule of natures balance… consume only what you need and give back all that you are capable of.

I am contacting the Kabalah professors that are now teaching Kabalah online in an effort to get in touch with the students that are looking for truth.

Also, I am 29 years old as of Feb 4.